Baselight ONE
High quality cost-effective grading and finishing

A complete grading and finishing solution combining
powerful fully-featured Baselight software with
dedicated high-performance hardware.

Fully-featured Baselight system

Intuitive interface and toolset

Baselight ONE is a complete system providing a costeffective solution for today’s grading and finishing
requirements. It is based on a specifically-configured HP
workstation and incorporates the same extensive software
features found on the higher end Baselight systems.

Baselight ONE provides a complete set of grading and
finishing tools. The intuitive user interface and clear,
logical workflow make the system easy to use and
ensure new users are able to become productive quickly.

The tower system is quiet enough to run deskside and
comes in a diskless version with a high-performance 3.22TB
or 6.4TB NVMe SSD internal cache, which you can attach to
your own or FilmLight-supplied centralised storage – such as
FLUX Store, our high-speed media server. It is also available
with options for 24TB of internal RAID 5 storage or up to 144TB
of external, high-speed RAID 60 storage.

The comprehensive grading toolset includes unlimited
primary and secondary layers, Bezier shapes with
variable edge feathering, multiple types of keyer, image
filters, and blending and compositing functions.

Grading and image control

Comprehensive format support
Baselight ONE provides native support for most professional
image file formats. Multiple media types including DPX, R3D,
ProRes and DNxHD can be freely mixed in the same timeline
and will play back directly without any need for transcoding.
Raw camera formats
A major benefit of Baselight ONE is its ability to work directly
with native raw footage from digital cameras, with or without
optional third party decoding accelerator hardware. This
greatly simplifies the overall workflow and provides the
highest quality deliverable.
High dynamic range
OpenEXR files are supported for input as well as output and
extended range native camera formats such as RED Epic
can be played back directly from the timeline. End-to-end
floating point image processing ensures that detail is never
lost when grading or rendering.
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Save, recall and copy grades
Baselight’s multiple gallery feature allows you to build up and
manage libraries of ‘looks’ which can be reused subsequently
within the same job or carried across to other jobs.
Applying grades and effects from a gallery or from any shot
in your timeline is as simple as dragging and dropping a
thumbnail.

Scopes
Baselight ONE includes built-in vectorscope, RGB parade,
YCbCr parade and luma waveform displays plus a high
precision histogram which can be freely positioned
anywhere within the user interface, and can be set to read
the image before or after the application of a Truelight
display LUT.

Multiple galleries with drag-and-drop copying of grades

Multiple timelines and multi-view display
Up to nine timelines from up to nine separate jobs can be
open simultaneously and the multi-view display facility allows
you to view images from all of them all at the same time.
Simply put, this allows you to quickly and easily make direct
comparisons and copy looks between different shots and
scenes, either within a single project or between completely
separate projects.
Multi-view can also be used to view and interactively adjust
the different layers in a complex grade or composition.
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Professional control surface
Baselight ONE is designed to work perfectly with our worldrenowned Blackboard 2, Blackboard Classic and Slate control
surfaces, combining style and performance with maximum
control and ease of use. Built-in support is also provided
for other control panels including Avid Artist Color and the
Tangent Wave and Element panels.

Blackboard 2 control surface
Multiple views with independent zoom and pan

Media and job management
Intelligent conforming engine
The integrated conforming engine reads EDLs in several
formats and provides multiple video track support for AAF
and XML lists. Conform media can be stored locally or on
remote storage and all metadata is written to a shared
project database which can be accessed by other systems.
Updated AAF or XML lists retaining all the original metadata
can be exported back to Avid or Final Cut Pro systems
providing automatic links to the graded material.

Baselight ONE includes powerful browsing and media
management tools which enable efficient transfer of files
between local or external storage and remote systems. You
can even consolidate all of the material used in a list of
scenes to one location—with optional handles.
Intelligent synchronisation ensures that only the required
files are copied, with maximum speed and efficiency.
The Baselight Job Manager enables creation of new projects
as well as modification and organisation of existing jobs.
Baselight’s project database system allows jobs to easily be
shared with other users as well as exported or archived.
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Unrivalled colour space management

Full audio support

Truelight Colour Spaces allow colour space conversions to
be performed with the speed, accuracy, and dynamic range
permitted by native floating-point GPU functionality.

Baselight ONE supports monitoring of up to 16 channels of
audio and can render production sound into final deliverables
or record to tape if required. A built-in semi-automatic
process enables the quick synchronisation of audio files on a
per-shot basis, providing powerful support for syncing dailies.

No external LUTs or Truelight Profiles are needed. And since
the definitions are external, extra colour spaces can be
added when new cameras are developed.

Stereo 3D
Baselight was designed to make working in 3D as easy as
working in 2D. The single-stack stereo timeline, localised
colour matcher and fully automated Stereo Geometry Fix
tool – combined with a range of special 3D display modes –
ensure a quick and painless stereo 3D experience.
Powerful features such as one-click convergence
adjustment and our innovative StereoGrade allow you
to make artistic changes to the 3D appearance of a shot
quickly and effectively at any point in the workflow.
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High performance platform
Baselight ONE is based on the same high performance
hardware platform used in higher end Baselight systems,
ensuring maximum quality and providing the highest
levels of reliability and uninterrupted service.
Customised operating system
Post-production is a very demanding environment requiring
the ultimate combination of computing power and
stability. To ensure maximum performance and reliability,
Baselight ONE runs on a purpose built 64-bit Linux operating
system designed to match the hardware platform perfectly.
Single Stereo Stack—splitting the stack is as simple as clicking a button

Cloud integration
Baselight ONE connects directly into a Baselight Cloud
network enabling seamless job-sharing across multiple
FilmLight systems, including Daylight, Prelight and Baselight
Editions platforms, and providing high speed access to data
on remote systems via a 20gigabit network fabric.

Direct access and remote storage
Baselight ONE incorporates very high-speed internal storage
for the cache, which is also optimised for media files (when
the storage option is purchased). Building the storage directly
into the processing architecture allows Baselight ONE to
perform multiple simultaneous read and write operations
at speeds far greater than can be achieved with externally
attached storage, plus it enables background caching, which
greatly improves the responsiveness of the system.

Baselight ONE options
Several hardware and software options can be added to enhance the capabilities of the Baselight ONE system:
6.4TB NVMe SSD cache
As an upgrade to the standard 3.2TB NVMe SSD cache.

10 gigabit Ethernet interface module
Dual on-board 10GBASE-T ports (does not use up a PCIe slot).

24TB internal storage
Available with 24TB of cache-protected, internal RAID 5
storage.

40/10 gigabit Ethernet interface card
Available with either QSFP+ (40GbE) or legacy Cx4 or dual dual
SFP+ ports (10GbE) for connection to Baselight Cloud and
other systems.

144TB high-performance external storage
Available with up to 144TB of external, high-speed RAID 60
CRAB storage (3U chassis with 12TB drives).
Fibre Channel interface
Provides connectivity to supported SAN storage.

12G-SDI Digital Video Output
See the Baselight 12G-SDI datasheet on the FilmLight web
site for details.
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Key features
>> Compact and powerful integrated hardware and
software solution with 24TB internal RAID 5 storage
or up to 144TB external, high-speed RAID 60 CRAB
(Constant Rate Allocated Blocks) storage.
CRAB storage was developed for Baselight TWO –
see the Baselight TWO datasheet for details.

>> Built-in high precision scopes and histogram.
>>		Automatic background rendering and high-speed disk
caching for instant real-time playback.
>> Powerful image improvement tools including de-grain,
de‑noise and de‑spot.

>> Support for Blackboard 2, Blackboard Classic, Slate and
other control surfaces including Avid Artist Color and
the Tangent Wave and Element panels.

>> Comprehensive EDL support including CMX, Avid AAF
and FCP XML.

>> Play back and grade raw digital camera footage directly
from the timeline with no transcoding.

>> Fast and accurate point and area-based auto trackers
for shapes and image stabilisation.

>> Supports real time 4K DI without proxies in addition to
SD, HD and other resolutions.

>> Truelight Colour Spaces for the most accurate colour
space conversions.

>> Video output hardware provides support for SD to HD,
2K and 4K with full 10-bit 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 colour at display
frame rates up to 60P – including stereo.

>> Per-shot and scene-based audio with multi-channel
monitoring.
>> Fully customisable user interface workspaces.

>> HDMI 2.0b output capable of displaying 4K/UHD on the
latest UltraHD monitors – making UltraHD monitoring
more affordable.

>> Exchange projects directly with other FilmLight systems
and platforms via a high-speed cloud network.

>> Freely mix all resolutions and formats within the same
timeline.

>> Full support for grade import and export using the
FilmLight BLG file format.

>> Unlimited, GPU accelerated ‘inside/outside’ grade and
effect layers with unlimited soft-edged Bezier shapes.

>> Simple bidirectional project exchange between
Baselight and Avid/FCP editing systems through
extensive AAF/XML and native media support.

>> Apply grades using intuitive RGB and YCrCb controls;
RGB/HSL curves and advanced hue-shift functions.

>> Total compatibility with other FilmLight systems
including Daylight, Prelight and Baselight Editions, plus
easy integration with other systems and workflows.

Physical specifications
Tower unit

External storage unit

Dimensions
(WxHxD)

444.5x215.9x551.2mm

Dimensions
(WxHxD)

430x132x610mm

Weight
With disks:

22.8kg (50.4lbs)
29.2kg (64.3lbs)

Weight with
disks

29kg (64lbs)

Power
consumption

90-269V 12A @ 100 VAC

Two PSUs, each rated at:

Heat output

1.125kW (3838 BTU/hr)

Power
consumption

100-240V 50-60hz
10-5A

Heat output

720w (2457 BTU/hr)
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